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The Female Disciplinarian A Collection
(Updates appear further down the page. To access the latest post, please press the End key on your
keyboard.) Hi everyone! I'm Mrs B_ and I am proud to be both Melanie's mom and her disciplinarian.
She has been asking me for a while to write a column for her blog, so that I can…
Disciplinarian’s Corner! | Discipline and the Modern Miss!
Professional Disciplinarian. I apply traditional punishment implements with intelligence and
empathy. Whether you require a light spanking or a corporal punishment session, I will ensure you
get the treatment you deserve. Skillful. Being a highly-skilled Disciplinarian with a decade of
experience, you can be assured that I am able to assist you.
Disciplinarian | Strict Jane
The Disciplinarian by spanking romance authors Casey McKay and Natasha Knight focus on five
women in desperate need of a little physical correction for wrong-doing. There is the crime,
followed by the “time” over the disciplinarian’s knee (or desk, etc.).
The Disciplinarian: A Collection of Short Spanking Stories ...
The Disciplinarian by Natasha Knight and Casey McKay is a collection of short spanking stories sure
to please any spanking enthusiast. These well-written stories cover a wide range of spanking
scenarios, so there’s something for everyone.
The Disciplinarian by Natasha Knight - Goodreads
MISS BERNADETTE. DISCIPLINARIAN & SPANKER. I am an elegant mature disciplinarian who
specialises in spanking and associated role plays. I have 15 years of experience in corporal
punishment and I continue to love it as much today as I did when I began all those years ago. I
understand the mental high that goes along with the physical pain.
Miss Bernadette
Madeline Rommely Adult Disciplinarian stillsmarts@gmail.com: Home About Pricing and Options
Expectations Schedule Links Nurturing Spankings I never "drop" or walk away from a spankee in a
vulnerable place of catharsis. All spankings are followed up with a warm hug and words of
encouragement.
Madeline Rommely Adult Disciplinarian<br />stillsmarts ...
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